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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a recent series of papers 3, 4 , a model of microbial competition for
limiting nutrient and wall space in a plug flow reactor was investigated
using analytical and numerical techniques. A key feature of the model,
first formulated for the chemostat viewed as a surrogate for the large
. w xintestine by Freter 6]8 , is that bacteria are assumed to be capable of
attachment to the wall of the reactor, forming a biofilm, from which they
are relatively protected against washout from the reactor. In these earlier
models, the wall-attached bacteria were assumed to be immobile, in
 .contrast to the free bacteria those in the bulk fluid compartment which
were assumed to be randomly motile. Of course, the assumption that
wall-attached bacteria are immobile is an approximation and it turns out
this approximation is not a simplification. A mathematical consequence of
the assumed immobility of the wall-attached bacteria is that the equation
describing the areal density of wall-attached bacteria is an ordinary differ-
ential equation with spatial parameter whereas the equations describing
the limiting nutrient and the free bacterial density are reaction-advection-
diffusion equations. Due to the absence of the compactifying diffusion
term in this one equation, we were unable to prove the existence of a
compact attractor for the dynamics of the system as a whole although we
w xconjecture that a compact attractor exists. The mathematical analysis in 4
was limited and made more difficult by this lack of compactness. There-
fore, it seems natural to drop the assumption that wall-attached cells are
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immobile in favor of the assumption of a relatively small, but nonzero,
 .random motility i.e., diffusivity . By choosing Neumann boundary condi-
tions at both ends of the reactor for the wall-attached bacteria, we retain
the feature of the original model that wall-attached cells are immune from
 .washout unless they are sloughed off the wall . Thus, the modified model
essentially retains the biological meaning of the orignal one and at the
same time becomes more tractable to mathematical analysis.
We can establish the existence of a compact attractor for the system and
this allows the use of powerful results on uniform persistence and perma-
w x w xnence, developed by Hale and Waltman 10 , Hutson and Schmitt 11 ,
w x w x w xThieme 20 , and Zhao 21 . See also the appendix in 18 for a result on
uniform persistence uniform with respect to parameters. In fact, in an
appendix to this paper, we significantly extend the robust persistence
w xresults in 11, 18, 22 . The existence of a positive equilibrium solution of
the model system, representing the survival of the bacterial population in
the reactor, then follows at once from uniform persistence and the
 w x.existence of the compact attractor see 21 .
Our results have the following biological implications. We identify two
possibilities for a bacterial population capable of wall attachment in the
plug flow reactor. Either the reactor environment is not favorable for
growth and the bacteria are ultimately washed out or the population is
capable of growing at a rate sufficient to offset washout and the popula-
tion persists in the reactor and there exists at least one positive steady
solution with organisms present. While we conjecture that the two regimes
are distinguished by the sign of a single dominant eigenvalue for the
.linearization about the washout steady state , we are unable to prove such
a sharp result. If the washout steady state is unstable in the linear
approximation, we show that the bacterial population survives while if a
somewhat stronger condition than asymptotic stability of the washout
steady state holds, then washout of the organism occurs.
In the next section, we briefly describe the modified model. For more
w xdetails on the modeling, see 3 . We next prove that the resulting strongly
coupled parabolic system possesses a compact attractor in the space of
 w x.continuous functions. The latter follows fairly standard lines see 12]14 .
Subsequent sections examine the stability properties of the trivial washout
steady state and establish the uniform persistence of the bacterial popula-
tion and the existence of a nontrivial steady state. An appendix contains a
very useful result on so-called robust persistence. Whereas uniform persis-
tence theory, in the present context, shows that the maximum norm of the
bacterial density eventually exceeds an initial-condition independent, posi-
tive quantity, robust persistence asserts that the minimum bacterial density
has the same property. Since the total biomass is the integral of the
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bacterial density, the latter assertion allows us to truly say that the
bacterial population persists.
2. THE MODEL
Consider a long thin tube with circumference C and cross-sectional area
A extending along the x-axis. The reactor occupies the portion of the tube
from x s 0 to x s L. It is fed with growth medium at a constant rate at
x s 0 by a laminar flow of fluid in the tube in the direction of increasing x
 .and at velocity ¤ a constant . The external feed contains all nutrients in
near optimal amounts except one, denoted by s, which is supplied in a
constant, growth-limiting concentration S0. We allow the possibility that
the feed contains bacteria at constant concentration u0 although the case
that u0 s 0 will be of primary interest. The flow carries medium, depleted
nutrients, cells, and their byproducts out of the reactor at x s L. Nutrient
S is assumed to diffuse with diffusivity d , free microbial cells are assumed0
to be capable of random movement, modeled by diffusion with diffusivity
 .sometimes called random motility coefficient d, and wall-attached bacte-
ria are assumed to undergo random motion on the wall surface which is
modeled by diffusion with diffusivity d . We assume negligible variation of1
free bacteria and nutrient concentration transverse to the axial direction
of the tube.
The model accounts for the density of free bacteria bacteria suspended
.  .  .in the fluid u x, t , the density of wall-attached bacteria w x, t , and the
 .density of nutrient S x, t . The total free bacteria at time t is given by
L
A u x , t dx .H
0
and the total bacteria on the wall at time t is given by
L
C w x , t dx. .H
0
The quantities S, u, w satisfy the following system of equations,
S s d S y ¤S y gy1 uf S y gy1d wf S , .  .t 0 x x x w
u s du y ¤u q u f S y k q d wf S 1 y G W .  .  . .  .t x x x w
2.1 .
y a u 1 y W q db w , .
w s d w q w f S G W y k y b q ady1 u 1 y W , .  .  . .t 1 x x w w
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with boundary conditions
¤S0 s yd S 0, t q ¤S 0, t , S L, t s 0, .  .  .0 x x
¤u0 s ydu 0, t q ¤u 0, t , u L, t s 0, 2.2 .  .  .  .x x
0 s w 0, t s w L, t , .  .x x
and initial conditions
S x , 0 s S x , u x , 0 s u x , w x , 0 s w x , .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
0 F x F L. 2.3 .
Some remarks concerning the boundary conditions may be useful here
since there is a possibility of confusion. The flux of nutrient S or free
bacteria u out either end of the reactor consists of a sum of two parts,
 .advection and diffusion. Thus, the boundary conditions S s 0 or u s 0x x
at x s L means that the flux out is entirely due to advection; it does not
mean that the flux out is zero. On the other hand, the wall-attached
bacteria are assumed not to feel the flow technically, ¤ should vanish on
.the wall surface anyway so the boundary conditions w s 0 at both endsx
means that there is no flux of wall-attached bacteria out of the reactor at
either end.
The nutrient uptake rates for free and wall-attached bacteria are given
by functions f and f , assumed to satisfyw
f g C1 , f 0 s 0, f 9 S ) 0. .  .
A typical example is the Monod function
mS
f S s . .
a q S
It is assumed that there is a finite upper bound w on the density of‘
available wall sites for colonization. The fraction of daughter cells of
 .wall-bound bacteria finding sites on the wall, G W , as a function of the
occupancy fraction W s wrw is assumed to satisfy‘
G g C1 , 0 - G 0 F 1, G9 W - 0, G 1 s 0. .  .  .
w xFreter et al. 6]8 use
1 y W
G W s , .
a q 1 y W
where a is typically very small.
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Free bacteria are attracted to the wall at a rate proportional with
.constant a to the product of the free cell density u and the fraction of
available wall sites 1 y W. Finally, we assume that wall-attached cells are
sloughed off the wall by mechanical forces proportional to their density.
Except where explicitly mentioned, all parameters appearing in the model
are assumed to be positive except possibly the cell death rates k G 0 and
w xk G 0, which are sometimes ignored. See 3 for further details on thew
modeling.
w x  .In 4 , system 2.1 is considered with d s 0 and the boundary condition1
for w is dropped.
Suitable dimensionless variables and parameters are summarized below:
0 0 0 0 0S s SrS , u s urgS , u s u rgS , w s W s wrw ,‘
x s xrL, t s ¤trL, d s d rL¤ , d s drL¤ ,i i
0f S s Lr¤ f S S , a s Lr¤ a , b s Lr¤ b , .  .  .  .  .w w
0k s Lr¤ k , k s Lr¤ k , f S s Lr¤ f S S . .  .  .  .  .w w
Define
d w‘
e s .0gS
 .  .Then, in terms of these quantities, the model equations 2.1 ] 2.2 be-
come, on dropping the overbars,
S s d S y S y uf S y e wf S , .  .t 0 x x x w
u s du y u q u f S y k q e wf S 1 y G w .  .  . .  .t x x x w
y a u 1 y w q eb w , .
2.4 .
w s d w q w f S G w y k y b q ey1a u 1 y w , .  .  . .t 1 x x w w
with boundary conditions
1 s yd S 0, t q S 0, t , S 1, t s 0, .  .  .0 x x
u0 s ydu 0, t q u 0, t , u 1, t s 0, 2.5 .  .  .  .x x
0 s w 0, t s w 1, t , .  .x x
and initial conditions
S x , 0 s S x , u x , 0 s u x , w x , 0 s w x , .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
0 F x F 1. 2.6 .
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3. EXISTENCE OF A COMPACT ATTRACTING SET
Let C denote the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on
w x 5 5 30, 1 with the uniform norm, ? , and C s C = C = C. The initial data
 . 3are assumed to belong to the set X s S , u , w g C : S G 0, u G 0,0 0 0 0 0
40 F w F 1 . Our first result says that the initial boundary value problems0
 .  .Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 is well-posed as a dynamical system on X. More formally,
the map F defined by
F t S , u , w s S ? , t , u ? , t , w ? , t , .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0
  .  .  ..  .  .where S x, t , u x, t , w x, t is the solution of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 , is continu-
w .  .ous on X = 0, ‘ into X and satisfies F 0 s id and the semigroupX
 .  .  .property F t F s s F t q s for t, s G 0. Furthermore, F is dissipative
in the L1 sense so that there is a finite ultimate upper bound on the
biomass that can be supported in the reactor by the nutrient in the feed
stream which is independent of the initial data. It is a first step towards
establishing the existence of a global attractor.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. The system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 induces a semidynamical
 .  .system on X. In particular, 0 F w x, t F 1 for all x, t . Moreo¤er, if
b q k ) 0, then there exists M ) 0, independent of the initial conditions,w
 .  .such that for e¤ery solution of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 , we ha¤e
1
lim sup u x , t dx F M . 3.1 .  .H
0t“‘
Finally, there exists s , C ) 0, independent of initial data, such that
ys t5 5S ? , t F 1 q C S e . . 0
 .Proof. For each S , u , w g X, the existence of a unique solution0 0 0
 .  .  .S, u, w of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 defined for all t G 0 and belonging to X for
w x w xeach fixed t can be argued exactly as in 3 using 16, Theorem 7.3.1 .
Global existence follows from comparison of the solution with that of an
w xassociated linear system as in 3 .
Now we turn to the L1 estimate of u. The eigenvalue problem
lf s df0 y f9,
3.2 .
0 s ydf9 0 q f 0 , f9 1 s 0, .  .  .
 4  w x.plays a fundamental role here. Its eigenvalues, l , satisfy see 2n nG 0
l - l , and l - y1. In order to emphasize the dependence of l onnq1 n 0 n
 .d, we sometimes write l d and, to take account of the sign of then
dominant eigenvalue, we define l s yl .0 d
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Let c ) 0 be the principal eigenfunction of the Sturm]Liouville prob-d
 .lem adjoint to Eq. 3.2 ,
lc s dc 0 q c 9,
3.3 .
0 s dc 9 1 q c 1 , c 9 0 s 0, .  .  .
corresponding to the eigenvalue yl . We normalize c by requiringd d0
 .  .  .c 0 s 1 and normalize c by requiring that c x F c x , 0 F x F 1,d d d d0 0
with equality holding for some x. Define
1 1
X s S x c x dx , Y s u x c x dx , .  .  .  .H Hd d0
0 0
1
Z s w x dx. .H
0
 .Multiplying the first equation of Eq. 2.4 by c , the second by c , andd d0
integrating all three equations, using the identity
1 1w x w xdu0 y u9 ¤ s ydu9 0 q u 0 ¤ 0 q u d¤ 0 q ¤ 9 , .  .  . .H H
0 0
 .where u satisfies u9 1 s 0 and ¤ satisfies the boundary conditions in
 .Eq. 3.3 , we get
1 1
X 9 s 1 y l X y uc f y e wc f ,H Hd d d w0 0 0
0 0
1 10Y 9 s u c 0 y l q k Y q uc f q e wc f 1 y G .  .  .H Hd d d d w
0 0
3.4 .
1 1
y a uc 1 y w q eb wc , .H Hd d
0 0
1 1y1Z9 s wf G y k q b Z q e a u 1 y w . .  .H Hw w
0 0
If Q s aX q mY q eZ, where m ) 0 and a ) 0 are to be determined,
then we get
Q9 F a q mu0 y l aX y l q k mY y k q b eZ .  .d d W0
1 1
q e wf G q m 1 y G c y ac q e mb wc .H Hw d d d0
0 0
1 1
q uf mc y ac q a u 1 y w 1 y mc , .  . .H Hd d d0
0 0
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 .  .where we have used that c 0 F c 0 s 1. Choose a G 1 to be minimald d0
 .with the property that 1 F ac and let a ar l r2 q k q a s m. Sinced d
a ) m and c F c , the third integral is nonpositive. Furthermore,d d0
G y ac q mc 1 y G F aG y a q m 1 y G c .  .d d d0
s a y m G q m y a c . d
F a y a c s 0, . d
so the first integral is nonpositive. As m - a, the set E where 1 y mc ) 0d
has positive measure. The last integral may be estimated as follows.
1
a u 1 y w 1 y mc F a u 1 y mc .  .  .H Hd d
0 E
F a u a y m c .H d
E
a
s ya 1 y mY . /m
The second integral is estimated using w F 1 and c F c F 1, where thed d0
latter follows because c X F 0. Putting these estimates together, we haved
a
0Q9 F a q mu q e mb y l aX y l q k q a 1 y mYd d  /0 m
y k q b eZ .w
s a q mu0 q e mb y l aX y l r2 mY y k q b eZ .  .d d w0
F a q mu0 q e mb y LQ,
 4where L s min l , k q b , l r2 . Hence,d w d0
lim sup aX q mY q eZ F Ly1 a q m u0 q eb . .  . .
t“‘
Finally, we note that
S F d S y S ,t 0 x x x
so N s S y 1 satisfies the same differential inequality but with homoge-
neous boundary conditions. A standard comparison principle yields the
final estimate.
The main result of this section is that semidynamical system F, gener-
 .  .ated by system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 , has a compact global attractor. We assume
that b q k ) 0 throughout the remainder of the paper.w
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 .THEOREM 3.2. F t is completely continuous for each t ) 0 and there
exists a compact attractor A in X for F which attracts each bounded subset
of X.
Proof. The following L‘ estimates are key. For each R ) 0, there
 . 5 .5 5  .5  .exists B R ) 0 such that if S , u , w F R,then u ? , t F B R for0 0 0
t G 0. There is a constant C ) 0, independent of initial data, such that
lim sup u ? , t F C. 3.5 .  .
t“‘
Both are obtained by a standard bootstrapping argument beginning with
analogous estimates in the L1 norm. These in turn follow from the proof
 .of Proposition 3.1 and estimate 3.1 . Using the linear growth bound of the
reaction term in the u equation with respect to the u variable due to the
‘ . pL boundedness of S and w , one can get corresponding L estimates for
‘ w xarbitrarily large p and ultimately L estimates. See, e.g., 12]14 . The
complete continuity of F follows from the first estimate above and the
compactness of the linear semigroup generated by the elliptic differential
 .operators appearing in Eq. 2.4 . The existence of a global attractor follows
 .  .from Ref. 3.5 which provides for point dissipativity and from the
w x wcomplete continuity assertion. See 9, Theorem 3.4.8 and 13, Corol-
xlary 3.6 .
4. STABILITY OF WASHOUT STEADY STATE
If there is no input of microorganisms from inflow, that is, if u0 s 0,
 .  .which we assume throughout this section, then the system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6
has a trivial steady state
S ’ 1, u s w ’ 0,
which we refer to as the ``washout steady state'' since no organisms are
present. Our goal in this section is to examine the stability properties of
this steady state. The reason for focusing on this uninteresting steady state
is that to find conditions for it to be unstable is to find conditions for a
bacterial population to survive in the reactor.
 .  .The linearization of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 about the washout steady state is
 .given by we use the same variable names
S s d S y S y uf 1 y e wf 1 ; .  .t 0 x x x w
u s du y u q u f 1 y k q e wf 1 1 y G 0 .  .  . .  .t x x x w
y a u q eb w ,
4.1 .
w s d w q w f 1 G 0 y k y b q ey1a u , .  . .t 1 x x w w
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with the homogeneous boundary conditions
0 s yd S 0, t q S 0, t , S 1, t s 0, .  .  .0 x x
0 s ydu 0, t q u 0, t , u 1, t s 0, .  .  .x x
0 s w 0, t s w 1, t . .  .x x
 .  .  .  .  ..  .Introducing S, u, w s exp lt S x , u x , w x into Eq. 4.1 , we arrive
at the eigenvalue problem relevant for the stability of the washout steady
state,
lS s d S0 y S9 y uf 1 y e wf 1 , .  .0 w
lu s D u0 y u9 q u f 1 y k q e wf 1 1 y G 0 .  .  . .  .w 4.2 .
y a u q eb w ,
y1lw s d w0 q w f 1 G 0 y k y b q e a u , .  . .1 w w
with
0 s yd S9 0 q S 0 , S9 1 s 0, .  .  .0
0 s yD u9 0 q u 0 , u9 1 s 0, 4.3 .  .  .  .
0 s w9 0 s w9 1 . .  .
 .THEOREM 4.1. There exists a dominant real eigen¤alue L of Eq. 4.2 .
 .That is, R l - L for all other eigen¤alues l of Eq. 4.2 . The washout steady
state is asymptotically stable if L - 0 and unstable if L ) 0. If the dominant
 .eigen¤alue L G 0, then there is an eigenfunction S, u, w satisfying
0 - u x , 0 - w x , S x - 0. .  .  .
Proof. We note that if either u s 0 or w s 0, then both vanish
 .identically. If both are zero, then we are left with Eq. 3.2 with d s d and0
  .4  .  .hence l d are negative eigenvalues of Eq. 4.2 . Observe that then 0 nG 0
 .last two equations of Eq. 4.2 are independent of S. This subsystem is
 w x w xquasimonotone see 16, Chap. 7 and consequently 16, Theorem 7.6.1 , it
has a dominant eigenvalue which we label G and the corresponding
 .  .eigenfunction can be chosen so u, w 4 0. If F l d , then it follows0 0
 .  .  .that l d s yl is the dominant eigenvalue of Eq. 4.2 . If G ) l d ,0 0 d 0 00
 .then the first equation of Eq. 4.2 is
yd S0 q S9 q GS s yf 1 u y e f 1 w. .  .0 w
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As G is not an eigenvalue of the homogeneous equation, S is uniquely
determined. In fact,
1
S s y G x , h f 1 u q e f 1 w dh - 0, .  .  .H w
0
 w x.where G ) 0 is the Green's function see, e.g., 1, Theorem 4.4 . It follows
 .  .that L s G is dominant for Eq. 4.2 when G ) l d .0 0
w xThe stability assertions follow from 15, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 4.1 .
We can estimate the value of L. Let
D s f 1 G 0 y k y b ; .  .w w
recall that G is the dominant eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem
 .  .consisting of the last two equations of Eq. 4.2 and l d - 0 is the0 0
 .dominant eigenvalue of Eq. 3.2 with d s d . Then we have the following.0
 .   ..COROLLARY 4.2. If G ) l d in particular, if D ) l d , then the0 0 0 0
dominant eigen¤alue L satisfies
D - L s G - s A , 4.4 .  .
 .  .where s A is the dominant eigen¤alue both are real of
f 1 y k y a a .
A s . 4.5 . /f 1 1 y G 0 q b D .  . .w
 .  . If G F l d , then L s l d . In particular, L ) 0 if G ) 0 e. g., if0 0 0 0
.  .D G 0 and L - 0 if s A F 0.
Proof. Putting l s G, u s u, and w s w into the third equation and
integrating, we obtain
1 1y1w xG y D w s e a u - 0.H H
0 0
As 0 - u, w, we have that D - G. Hence, according to the proof of
Theorem 4.1, our first hypothesis implies that L s G, the dominant
 .eigenvalue of the last two equations of Eq. 4.2 . Thus, D - L.
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 .Now put l s L into the last two equations of Eq. 4.2 and integrate
to get
1 1
L u s yu 1 q f 1 y k y a u .  . .H H
0 0
1
q f 1 1 y G 0 q b e w , .  . . Hw
0
1 1 1y1L w s ae u q D w.H H H
0 0 0
1 1 T .  .Letting x s H u, eH w and noting that u 1 ) 0, we can write this as0 0
L x - AT x ,
where x 4 0. Here, a - b means a F b and a / b and a < b means
.  .a - b for i s 1, 2 . This implies that s A ) L. Indeed,i i
L q r x - AT q rI x ’ A x .  . r
 . w x  .for large r ) 0 implies L q r - r A by 5, Theorem 1.11 . Here, r Ar r
denotes the spectral radius of the positive irreducible matrix A . Clearly,r
 .  .  .  .r A s s A for large r and s A s s A q r.r r r
The final conclusion was noted in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
w x  .  .In 4 , the system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 was considered but with immobile
wall-attached bacteria, i.e., with d s 0. In this case, the washout steady1
Ã Ã Ã .  .state was stable or unstable as s A - 0 or s A ) 0, where A is the
matrix
f 1 y k y a y l a . dÃA s . 4.6 . /f 1 1 y G 0 q b D .  . .w
Ã .We might expect that G “ s A as d “ 0. The following result is the best1
Ã .  .we can do in this direction. However, note that s A “ s A as d “ 0.1 1
PROPOSITION 4.3. The inequality
s A - G - s A .  .1 2
holds, where
f 1 y k y a y l a . d
A s 4.7 .1  /f 1 1 y G 0 q b D y d rd l .  .  . .w 1 d
and
f 1 y k y a y l arc 1 .  .d d
A s , 4.8 .2  /f 1 1 y G 0 q b D .  . .w
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 .where c ) 0 is the principal eigenfunction of Eq. 3.3 normalized so thatd
 .c 0 s 1.d
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Corollary 4.2 except that we
multiply u and w by c s c before integratingd
1 1 1
G uc s f 1 y k y a y l uc q f 1 1 y G 0 q b e wc , .  .  . . .H H Hd w
0 0 0
1 1 1 1y1G wc s d w0 c q ae uc q D wc .H H H H1
0 0 0 0
Integrating by parts and using the equation and boundary conditions
satisfies by c yields
1 11 1 1
w0 c s yc 9 1 w 1 y wc 9 y l wc .  .H H Hdd d0 0 0
l 1dG y wc ,Hd 0
where the last inequality follows because c ) 0 and
xld y xyh .r dc 9 x s y e c h dh - 0. .  .Hd 0
We get the estimate
Gx ) AT x ,1
1 1 . wwhere x s H uc , eH wc 4 0. Arguing as in Corollary 4.2 using 5,0 0
x  . Theorem 1.11 , we conclude that s A - G A is irreducible.1
The other inequality comes about by proceeding as above except that
this time, the u equation is multiplied by c but not the w equation, before
integrating. Then, we get
1 1 1
G uc s f 1 y k y a y l uc q f 1 1 y G 0 q b e wc , .  .  . . .H H Hd w
0 0 0
1 1 1y1G w s ae u q D w.H H H
0 0 0
 .  .  .As 0 - c 1 F c x F c 0 s 1, we can estimate as follows.
1 1 1
G uc - f 1 y k y a y l uc q f 1 1 y G 0 q b e w , .  .  . . .H H Hd w
0 0 0
1 1 1y1G w - arv 1 e uc q D w. .H H H
0 0 0
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The remainder of the argument follows as in the case above.
We are able to show that the washout steady state is globally attracting
when a stronger assumption than L - 0 is assumed.
 .PROPOSITION 4.4. If s B , the dominant eigen¤alue of matrix
f 1 y k a .
B s , 4.9 . /f 1 q b D .w
 .satisfies s B - 0, then
u x , t , w x , t “ 0, t “ ‘, .  . .
w xuniformly in x g 0, 1 .
 .Proof. Choose d ) 0 such that s B - 0, where B differs from B ind d
 .that 1 q d replaces 1 in the argument of f and f . As S x, t - 1 q d forw
all large t, say t ) T , we have the inequalities
u F du y u q u f 1 q d y k q e w f 1 q d q b , .  . .t x x x w
y1w F d w q f 1 q d G 0 y k y b w q e a u. .  .t 1 x x w w
 wBy a standard comparison argument for quasimonotone systems see 16,
x  .  .  .  .Theorem 7.3.4 , we have the estimate u x, t F u x, t and w x, t F w x, tÃ Ã
 .for t ) T , where u, w is the solution of the linear parabolic differentialÃ Ã
  .  ..equality with initial data u x, T , w x, T . If the principal eigenvalue G*
of the eigenvalue problem
lu s du0 y u9 q u f 1 q d y k q e w f 1 q d q b , .  . . w
y1lw s d w0 q f 1 q d G 0 y k y b w q e a u , .  .1 w w
is negative, then we are done. But the arguments used in Proposition 4.2
and our hypothesis imply that G* - 0.
Remark 4.1. The conclusion of Proposition 4.4 holds if the weaker
 .  . condition G* - 0 holds. Note that s A - s B since A - B by direct
w x.computation or see 5 .
5. PERSISTENCE AND EXISTENCE OF A POPULATION
STEADY STATE
When either the washout steady state is unstable or when it does not
 0 .exist because bacteria are present in the feed u ) 0 , one may expect the
bacterial population could survive in the reactor. In order to confirm this,
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we will prove the uniform persistence of the population and the existence
 .  .of a coexistence steady state for the model system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 . We
start with the following two lemmas.
 .LEMMA 5.1. For any S , u , w g X with at least one of u and w0 0 0 0 0
  .  .  ..being not zero identically, the solution S x, t , u x, t , w x, t of Eqs.
 .  .2.4 ] 2.6 satisfies
S x , t ) 0, u x , t ) 0, and w x , t ) 0, .  .  .
w xfor all x g 0, 1 and t ) 0.
 .  .  .Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we have S x, t G 0, u x, t G 0, w x, t G 0,
w xx g 0, 1 , t G 0. Let
a x , t [ u x , t g S x , t q e w x , t g S x , t , .  .  .  .  . .  .w
w xx g 0, 1 , t G 0,
f S . .  .  .where g S s is S ) 0 and g 0 s f 9 0 and similarly for g . NotewS
 .  .  .both g and g are continuous. By Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 , S x, t solves thew
following linear nonautonomous parabolic equation
S s d S y S y a x , t S, x g 0, 1 , t ) 0, 5.1 .  .  .t 0 x x x
with boundary condition
yd S 0, t q S 0, t s 1, S 1, t s 0, t ) 0. 5.2 .  .  .  .0 x x
 w xBy the parabolic maximum principle see, e.g., 19, Theorems 9.6 and 9.12 ,
 . w x  .it then follows that S x, t ) 0 for all x g 0, 1 , t ) 0. For any x, t g
w x w .  .0, 1 = 0, ‘ , we define a matrix-valued function M x, t [
f S x , t ykya e f S x , t 1yG w x , t qebqa u x , t .  .  .  . .  .  . .w
.y1 y1 /e a f S x , t G w x , t yk ybye a u x , t .  .  . .  .w w
 .  .   .  ..Thus from Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 , it follows that u x, t , w x, t satisfies the
following weakly coupled nonautonomous parabolic system
› 2 ›
d y 02› › x› xu u us q M x , t , . /  /  /2w w w› t › 00 d1 2› x
x g 0, 1 , t ) 0. 5.3 .  .
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with boundary conditions
ydu 0, t q u 0, t s u0 , u 1, t s 0, t ) 0, .  .  .x x
5.4 .
w 0, t s w 1, t s 0, t ) 0. .  .x x
Clearly, we have
u G du y u q f S x , t y k y a u , x g 0, 1 , t ) 0, .  . .t x x x
and
y1w G d w q f S x , t G w x , t y k y b y e a u x , t w , .  .  . .  .t 1 x x w w
x g 0, 1 , t ) 0. .
 .  .Since at least one of u ? and w ? is not zero identically, the maximum0 0
 .principle of scalar parabolic equations implies that at least one of u x, t
 . w x  .and w x, t is positive for all x g 0, 1 and t ) 0. The matrix M x, t is
 . w x  .cooperative and irreducible for any x, t g 0, 1 = 0, ‘ . By the maxi-
 wmum principle of parabolic systems see, e.g., 16, Theorem 7.2.5 and the
x.  .  .proof of Theorem 7.4.1 , it then follows that u x, t ) 0 and w x, t ) 0
w xfor all x g 0, 1 and t ) 0.
Remark 5.1. In the case that u0 ) 0, it is easy to see from the above
proof that the conclusion of Lemma 5.1 holds for any initial function
 .S , u , w g X.0 0 0
0  .LEMMA 5.2. Let u s 0 and assume that L ) 0 which implies L s G .
 .Then there exists a d ) 0 such that for any S , u , w g X with at least one0 0 0 0
 .  .of u ? and w ? being not zero identically, the soloution0 0
  .  .  ..  .  .S x, t , u x, t , w x, t of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 satisfies
lim sup S ?, t , u ?, t , w ?, t y 1, 0, 0 G d . .  .  .  . . ‘ 0
t“‘
Proof. Let M be the coefficient matrix with respect to u and w in the0
 .reaction terms of the last two equations of Eq. 4.2 . Since G ) 0, by the
continuity of principal eigenvalue, we can choose a small real number
 .m ) 0 such that the principal eigenvalue, G m , of the coupled elliptic
system
› 2 ›
d y 02 › x› xu ul s /  /2w w› 00 d1 2› x
1 1 uq M y m 5.5 .0  / / / w0 1
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with boundary conditions
ydu 0 q u 0 s 0, u 1 s 0, .  .  .x x
5.6 .
w 0 s w 1 s 0, .  .x x
 .  .is positive. Let u, w be the eigenfunction associated with G m . ThenÄ Ä
 .  . w x  . qu x ) 0 and w x ) 0 for all x g 0, 1 . For any S, u, w g R =Ä Ä
q w xR = 0, 1 , we define the matrix-valued function
f S y k y a e f S 1 y G w q eb q a u .  .  . .w
F S, u , w [ . . y1 y1 /e a f S G w y k y b y e a u .  .w w
 .Since lim F S, u, w s M , there exists a d ) 0 such that forS, u, w .“ 1, 0, 0. 0 0
 . q q w x < .  . <any S, u, w g R = R = 0, 1 with S, u, w y 1, 0, 0 - d ,0
1 1F S, u , w G M y m . 5.7 .  .0  /0 1
 .Suppose that, by contradiction, there exists some S , u , w g X with at0 0 0
 .  .least one of u ? and w ? being not zero identically such that0 0
lim sup S ?, t , u ?, t , w ?, t y 1, 0, 0 - d . .  .  .  . ‘ 0
t“‘
Then there exists t ) 0 such that0
S ?, t , u ?, t , w ?, t y 1, 0, 0 - d , for all t G t , 5.8 .  .  .  .  . . ‘ 0 0
 .and hence, by Eq. 5.7 , we have
1 1F S x , t , u x , t , w x , t G M y m , .  .  . . 0  /0 1
w xx g 0, 1 , t G t . 5.9 .0
  .  ..Thus u x, t , w x, t satisfies
› 2 ›
d y 02› › x› x 1 1u u uG q M y m ,0 /  /  /2  / /w w w0 1› t › 00 d1 2› x
x g 0, 1 , t G t . 5.10 .  .0
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  .  ..  . w x . w x .Since u t , w t 4 0 and u, w 4 0 in C 0, 1 , R = C 0, 1 , R , thereÄ Ä0 0
exists a real number k ) 0 such that
w xu x , t , w x , t G k u x , w x , x g 0, 1 . .  .  .  . . . Ä Ä0 0
By the standard comparison theorem of quasimonotone parabolic systems,
it then follows that
u x , t u x .  .ÄGm. tyt .0 w xG ke , x g 0, 1 , t G t , 5.11 .0 /  /w x , t w x .  .Ä
 .which contradicts Eq. 5.8 when we let t “ ‘.
Now we are in a position to prove the main results in this section.
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that u0 s 0 and L ) 0. Then system of Eqs.
 .  .2.4 ] 2.6 admits at least one componentwise positi¤e steady state and is
uniformly persistent in the sense that there exists a real number h ) 0 such
 .  .  .that for any S , u , w g X with at least one of u ? and w ? being not0 0 0 0 0
 .zero identically, there exists a T s T S , u , w ) 0 such that the solution0 0 0 0 0
  .  .  ..  .  .S x, t , u x, t , w x, t of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 satisfies
w xS x , t G h , u x , t G h , w x , t G h , x g 0, 1 , t G T . .  .  . 0
 .Proof. Let F t : X “ X, t G 0, be the solution semiflow induced by
 .  .  .Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 . Then F t is compact for each t ) 0 and F has a global
attractor in X by Theorem 3.2. Let
X s S , u , w g X ; S ? k 0, u ? k 0, w ? k 0 4 .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and › X s X _ X .0 0
 .  .Then, by Lemma 5.1, F t X ; X , t G 0. For any S , u , w g X with0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  . w xu ? ’ 0 and w ? ’ 0, we have u x, t ’ 0 and w x, t ’ 0 for x g 0, 10 0
 .and t G 0, and hence S x, t satisfies
S s d S y S , x g 0, 1 , t ) 0, .t 0 x x x
5.12 .
y d S 0, t q S 0, t s 1, S 1, t s 0, t ) 0. .  .  .0 x x
 . w xAs noted in Section 3, we have lim S x, t s 1 uniformly for x g 0, 1 ,t “‘
and hence
lim S ?, t , u ?, t , w ?, t y 1, 0, 0 s 0. .  .  .  . . ‘
t“‘
 .By Lemma 5.1, it then follows that 1, 0, 0 is the maximal compact isolated
 .  .invariant set for F t in › X . Moreover, Lemma 5.2 implies that 1, 0, 0 is0
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w xalso isolated in X and is a weak repeller for X . By 20, Theorem 4.6 ,0 0
 .F t : X “ X, t G 0, is uniformly persistent with respect to X , that is,0
 .there exists a d ) 0 such that for any S , u , w g X ,0 0 0 0
lim inf d F t S , u , w , › X ) d , .  . .0 0 0 0
t“‘
 .where d z, K denotes the distance from point z to set K. Therefore, by
w x  .  .21, Theorem 2.4 , there exists a S*, u*, w* g X such that S*, u*, w* s0
 . .  .F t S*, u*, w* for all t G 0. Consequently, by Lemma 5.1, S*, u*, w* is
 .  .a componentwise positive steady state of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 . Let Z s
w x . w x . w x .  .C 0, 1 , R = C 0, 1 , R = C 0, 1 , R and let e s 1, 1, 1 . Clearly, e g
 q.  .  q.int Z . By Lemma 5.1, F t X ; int Z for any t ) 0. Then the esti-0
 .mates of S, u, w from below termed ``robust persistence'' follow from
Theorem A.2 in the Appendix.
0  .  .THEOREM 5.2. Assume that u ) 0. Then system Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 admits
at least one componentwise positi¤e steady state and is uniformly persistent in
 .the sense that there exists a real number h ) 0 such that for any S , u , w0 0 0
 .g X, there exists a T s T S , u , w ) 0 such that the solution0 0 0 0 0
  .  .  ..  .  .S x, t , u x, t , w x, t of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 satisfies
w xS x , t G h , u x , t G h , w x , t G h , x g 0, 1 , t G T . .  .  . 0
 .  .  .Proof. By Theorem 3.2, the solution semiflow F t of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.6 is
 . wdissipative and F t : X “ X is compact for each t ) 0. By 9, Theorem
x  .3.4.8 the global attractor A contains an equilibrium point S*, u*, w* s
 . .F t S*, u*, w* for all t G 0, and hence, by Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.1,
 .  .  .S*, u*, w* is a componentwise positive steady state of Eqs. 2.4 ] 2.5 .
w x . w x . w x .  .Let Z s C 0, 1 , R = C 0, 1 , R = C 0, 1 , R and let e s 1, 1, 1 .
 q.  .Clearly, e g int Z . Again by Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.1, F t X ;
 q.int Z for any t ) 0. Then the robust persistence follows from Theorem
A.1 in the Appendix.
APPENDIX
ROBUST PERSISTENCE
 .DEFINITION A.1. Let X, P be an ordered Banach space with its cone
 .P having nonempty interior int P . For two subsets A and B of X, we
 4define A q B s x q y; x g A, y g B and say that
 .i A G B if x y y g P for any x g A and y g B.
 .  4ii A ) B if x y y g P _ 0 for any x g A and y g B.
 .  .iii A 4 B if x y y g int P for any x g A and y g B.
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 q.THEOREM A.1. Let X be a metric space, let Z, Z be an ordered0
 q.  .Banach space with int Z / B and let S t : X “ X , t G 0, be an0 0
autonomous semiflow. Assume that
 .  .A1 S t has a global attractor A in X in the sense that A is a0 0 0
compact and in¤ariant subset of X and A attracts e¤ery point in X.0 0
 .  .  q.  .A2 There exists a t ) 0 such that S t X ; int Z and S t :0 0 0 0
 q.X “ int Z is continuous.0
 q.Then for any gi¤en e g int Z , there exists a b ) 0 such that for any
 .x g X , there exists a T s T x G t such that0 0 0 0
S t x G be in Z, for all t G T . . 0
 .  .Proof. Clearly, the semigroup property of S t and assumption A2 of
 .  q.Theorem A.1 imply that S t X ; int Z for any t G t . By the compact-0 0
 .  q.ness and invariance of A and the continuity of S t : X “ int Z , it0 0 0
 .  q.then follows that A s S t A is also a compact subset of int Z in Z.0 0 0
Then for every x g A , there is a b ) 0 such that x 4 b e in Z. Since0 x x
 q.x y b e g int Z , there exists an open subset V of Z such that x y b ex x x
 q.g V ; int Z . Then W s b e q V is and open neighborhood of x inx x x x
Z, and y 4 b e for every y g W . Clearly, D W is an open cover ofx x x g A x0
 .A . By the compactness of A in Z, there exist an open subset W s W A0 0 0
 .fo Z and a b s b A ) 0 such that A ; W and W 4 be in Z.0 0
 .For any x g X , S t x “ A in X as t “ ‘, and hence, again by the0 0 0
 .  .  . .  .continuity of S t : X “ Z, we get S t S t x “ S t A s A in Z as0 0 0 0 0 0
 .t “ ‘. It then follows that there exists a t s t x ) 0 such that1 1
 .  . .S t S t x g W for all t G t , and hence0 1
S t q t x s S t S t x 4 be in Z, for all t G t . .  .  . .0 0 1
 .On letting T s t x q t , we complete the proof.0 1 0
 .DEFINITION A.2. Let X, d be a complete metric space with metric d,
and let X and › X be open and closed subsets of X, respectively, such0 0
that X l › X s B and X s X j › X . A subset B of X is said to be0 0 0 0 0
 .  .strongly bounded if B is bounded and d B, › X s inf d x, › X ) 0.0 x g B 0
 .  .An autonomous semiflow S t : X “ X with S t X ; X , t G 0, is said to0 0
 .be uniformly persistent with respect to X , › X if there exists an h ) 00 0
  . .such that for any x g X , lim inf d S t x, › X G h.0 t “‘ 0
 q.THEOREM A.2. Let X, X , › X be as in Definition A.2, let Z, Z be an0 0
 q.  .ordered Banach space with int Z / B, and let S t : X “ X, t G 0, be an
 .autonomous semiflow with S t X ; X , t G 0. Assume that0 0
 .  .C1 S t : X “ X is point dissipati¤e, compact for t G t ) 0, and is1
 .uniformly persistent with respect to X , › X .0 0
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 .  .  q.  .C2 There exists a t ) 0 such that S t X ; int Z and S t :2 2 0 2
 q.X “ int Z is continuous.0
 q.Then for any gi¤en e g int Z , there exists a b ) 0 such that for any
 .strongly bounded subset B of X , there exist a T s T B G t such that0 0 0 2
S t B G be in Z, for all t G T . . 0
 . wProof. By condition C1 and an argument similar to that in 10,
x  .Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 , it follows that S t : X “ X has a global attractor0 0
A which attracts every strongly bounded subset of X . Now the assertion0 0
follows from the argument given in the second part of the proof of
Theorem A.1 with x replaced by B.
Remark A.1. For a scalar reaction-diffusion equation, by setting X s
q q .  .  .C V, R , Z s C V, R , and e s 1 g int Z in the Neumann or Robin
q 1 .  .type of boundary condition and setting X s C V, R , Z s C V, R , and0 0
 q.e g int Z in the Dirichlet boundary condition, by Theorem A.2, we can
get the robust persistence from the uniform persistence of the semiflow
 .F t on X generated by the reaction-diffusion equation. This is because of
 .the fact that for any t ) 0, F t : X “ Z is continuous in the case of
 w x.Dirichlet boundary condition see 16, proof of Corollary 7.4.2 . A similar
remark applies to reaction-diffusion systems.
w . .Remark A.2. For a functional differential equation on C yr, 0 , R ,
qw x . w x .  q.one can set X s C yr, 0 , R , Z s C yr, 0 , R , and e s 1 g int Z
in order to get robust persistence. Combining Remark A.1, one can also
easily figure out the choices for reaction-diffusion systems with delays.
Remark A.3. For reaction-diffusion equations, one could expect an-
other kind of robust persistence in the sense that there exists a b ) 00
 .such that for any f g X , there exists a T s T f ) 0 such that0 0 0
u x , t , f dx G b , for all t G T . .H 0 0
V
 .  .Clearly, the conclusion that u x, t, f G be x , x g V, t G T , implies0
 .  .that H u x, t, f dx G bH e x dx s b ) 0, for all t G T . Therefore, weV V 0 0
would like to refer to the conclusion in Theorem A.1 as robust persistence.
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